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If scholasticism was born in the schools of twelfth-century Paris, its history has recently been reborn in the 

twenty-first century in its native city. Thanks to the initiative of Nicole Bériou and Franco Morenzoni, their 

collection entitled »Bibliothèque d’histoire culturelle du Moyen Âge« has undertaken a series of volumes 

on important figures of the early scholastic movement before the arrival of Thomas Aquinas whose 

importance has been so promoted by the Thomists of the nineteenth century that it has obscured 

consideration of his precursors. The editors have recruited the leading experts to share their research with 

their colleagues in a colloquium and to publish their collective results for the interested public. Because 

the contributors are both many and specialized in their focus we may be confident that the volumes 

represent the considered state of research to its date. Stephen Langton († 1228), Guillaume d’Auvergne 

(† 1249) and Hugues de Saint-Cher († 1263) have now benefitted from this treatment; Philippe the 

Chancellor († 1236) is next in line; but the present volume goes back to the mid-twelfth-century to address 

certainly one of the most influential scholastics of the day, Pierre le Mangeur (Petrus Manducator, 

Comestor, † 1178/1179). 

Originating from Troyes where he was both dean of the chapter and canon regular of Saint-Loup, Pierre’s 

unaccustomed name was most likely derived from a local family of that name and not from his later and 

deserved reputation as an »eater of books«. He quickly appeared in Paris where he heard the lectures of 

Pierre the Lombard, became a master and was appointed chancellor of Notre-Dame after 1168. In this 

position he not only oversaw the chapter’s chancery but also presided over the cathedral school as 

écolâtre. His reputation was such that Pope Alexander III permitted him to collect moderate fees for 

licensing masters despite the papal injunction against the practice. His most influential work was the 

»Historia scholastica« (literally, »History for the schools«) which was a narrative paraphrase of biblical 

history. Through this work and other commentaries he continued the tradition of biblical scholarship 

initiated at Laon in the »Glossa ordinaria« and practiced most successfully at the school of Saint-Victor, 

and particularly by André de Saint-Victor whose influence was important for Pierre’s writings. As a 

schoolman he also put into practice the well-known formula of Pierre the Chanter († 1197), actually before 

the Chanter himself: he read/lectured (legere), in this case, on the Bible as his massive exegesis amply 

demonstrates; he disputed (disputare) as his lesser known questiones demonstrate; and he preached 

(predicare), for which his 190 surviving sermons furnish ample evidence. Comprising colleagues, 

students, and regular canons, his audience was entirely clerical to whom he addressed his writings in 
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Latin. He must have had a lively personality because he was the subject of striking anecdotes recounted 

by his students and by preachers in their exempla. Among the best known of his students was Stephen 

Langton who attempted to perpetuate his master’s exegetical program after Pierre’s death which occurred 

in 1178 after he had become a canon regular at Saint-Victor.

Pierre Gandil introduces the volume by exploring Pierre’s Troyean origins where he was not only dean of 

the cathedral and canon of Saint-Loup for life, but undoubtedly a pluralist as well when his Paris prebends 

are included. He also appears to have been noticed by the counts of Champagne because Count Henri 

the Liberal kept a copy of the »Historia scholastica« in his library and the count’s brother Guillaume, 

successively archbishop of Sens and Reims, was the recipient of an illuminated copy. David Luscombe’s 

task is to situate Pierre in his larger theological context. A dedicated biblical exegete himself, Pierre paid 

little attention to his more speculative contemporaries, Pierre Abelard and Gilbert de la Porrée. His 

»Historia« became required reading for the »biblical-moral« school of theologians who were finally ignored 

in the second third of the thirteenth century by the theologians who, like Abelard, preferred the speculative 

approach. At the end of the century Roger Bacon lamented the loss. Benefitting from his long experience 

in assessing the exegesis of medieval scholastics, Gilbert Dahon subjects Pierre’s exegetical practices to 

expert scrutiny not only in the »Historia« but also in the Gospels and even in the sermons. He discusses in 

detail the range of sources, the knowledge of languages and the hermeneutic techniques that Pierre 

contributed to biblical scholarship. Emmanuel Bain leads us directly into the master’s classroom through 

Pierre’s commentary on the Gospel of Matthew. Through the portal of a reportatio of this commentary, that 

is, a written report of an oral performance, Bain offers us a feel for the actual preparation, language, tools 

and pedagogical techniques that this famous teacher employed to help his students understand the 

sacred text. Pierre had composed his own epithet: »While alive, I taught, but dead I shall not cease to 

teach«, certainly a creed to which every teacher can aspire. 

Ari Geiger confronts the frequently-posed question: as a biblical scholar how much Hebrew did Pierre 

know? By comparing Pierre’s interpretations with those of the Church Father Jerome (who was a good 

Hebraist), the Jewish historian Josephus and the contemporary rabbinical expositors, he concludes that 

Pierre was not fluent in Hebrew, but sought help wherever he could find it both from his sources, but also 

from his neighbor André at Saint-Victor who was the better Hebraist. Clare Angotti approaches the difficult 

problem of Pierre le Mangeur’s debt to his teacher Pierre the Lombard and the Lombard’s »Sentences«. 

In particular she examines the Mangeur’s »De sacramentis« which survives in a sole manuscript and 

concludes that it is authentic and a summary of the Lombard. In the course of her discussion she not only 

investigates Lombard’s influence on the Mangeur which distinguished him from his fellow biblicists, but 

also provides a helpful context to his teaching career. Francesco Siri gathers together Pierre’s widely 

scattered questiones and subjects them to a full treatment that authenticates, classifies and analyzes their 

techniques. By focusing on a particular example he is able to cast light on the practice of disputation in the 

twelfth-century schools. Preaching, the third function of a schoolman, is investigated by Franco Morenzoni 
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who from the near two hundred of Pierre’s surviving sermons is able to reconstruct a kind of ars 

predicandi that analyzes his homiletic strategies. Morenzoni sees the sermons as adopting a format that 

became known as sermo modernus. The use of the rhetorical questions, quid, quando, a quo, quare …? 

was a technique that the preachers shared with confessors who administered penance. 

The last section explores the reverberations of Pierre’s »Historia scholastia« in the thirteenth century 

which, although briefly heard, resonated with a different tone. The work’s future influence depended chiefly 

on Stephan Langton who, Mark J. Clark argues, joined Pierre’s school as a student as early as 1175, 

collaborated with him on the »Historia« as a colleague, adopted the »Historia« as a text on which he 

lectured in his own school by 1176, produced a second version by 1193 and sought to introduce the text 

into the curriculum of the nascent university of Paris. Perhaps Langton’s departure from Paris in 1206 

when Innocent III appointed him to the contested post of Canterbury contributed to the short life of the 

»Historia«’s influence in the schools of Paris which provides the subject of Sophie Delmas’s contribution. 

The »Historia« was not commented on systematically in the thirteenth century as Langton had done with 

the notable exception of Hughes de Saint-Cher. (Less than a dozen commentaries have survived.) 

Although it disappeared from the university lists at Paris and Oxford, manuscripts continued to circulate 

and receive annotations in the margins. Most significant, many scholastics possessed personal copies 

and quoted it widely in their own commentaries. The work has survived in over eight hundred Latin 

manuscripts for the clergy, many of which were richly decorated copies doubtlessly commanded by high 

ecclesiastics, as Guy Lobrichon shows in his contribution. After tracing the Latin adaptations, he 

demonstrates that the true turning point was its appearance in French, first as paraphrases and finally in a 

full translation by Guyart de Moulins in 1291 which Xavier-Laurent Salvador discusses further. What 

distinguishes the translation is not only that it was in the vernacular destined especially for the laity, but 

also in prose that would distinguish it from literature. Verse still dominated literature telling fictions, but 

prose was the medium of literal truth appropriate for the Scriptures. With the invention of printing it 

remained a »best seller« both in Latin and in the vernacular with diffusion throughout Europe, but Annie 

Noblesse-Rocher shows that Reformers like Luther consulted it only sporadically in their debates over the 

Scriptures, thus contributing to its eventual demise. 

The present volume is exemplary in its sustained focus, the depth of research, and the resolution of 

pertinent problems. No contribution is superfluous; all are essential to the specialists; and the interested 

are brought up to date on the state of the art. What is even more important, the contributors offer added 

value by providing scores of pages of unpublished texts that enable the reader to pursue his particular 

interests.
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